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 Dynamic Management drove significant buying of equities and credit during 
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Dynamic Management drove significant buying of equities and credit during 

March that we believe sets us up very well for the year ahead 

The beginning of 2020 has been nothing short of tumultuous with the Australian Share

enduring a coronavirus-induced collapse of 38% during the March Quarter 

rebound as we moved into April.  The market now seems

about whether or not this rebound is sustainable and the trajectory that World indices

take over the rest of the year.  However, irrespective of your view on the market outlook

this period has proven one thing resoundingly – active portfolio management

asset allocation and stock-specific level is absolutely paramount to
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suddenly now on offer elsewhere (everywhere) we deployed this into Credit (our Income 

SMA) that had been heavily sold-down. 

Our sector-specific SMA’s also entered the March Quarter defensively positioned and 

holding overweight cash positions that had been gradually accumulated over the 

preceding six months.  Whilst holding elevated cash levels is never easy when every 

asset class is surging, we remained convinced that prices were being driven more by 

liquidity pressure than underlying valuation and forward earnings and at some point an 

appreciable sell-off  would  materialise. Whilst certainly not having predicted COVID-19 

or the devastating effect it would have on world share markets, we were in an ideal 

position to invest into the carnage it unleashed.  As markets tumbled we took the 

opportunity to progressively deploy our excess capital in high-quality companies with 

business models and balance sheets well positioned to withstand any fallout from the 

coronavirus – and at depressed valuations that are very rarely seen.  By the end of 

March we had fully invested all mandates. 

This activity in terms of tactical asset allocation and stock selection has paid handsome 

dividends and has seen our Watershed Multi-Asset Class SMA deliver returns that are at 

the very top of multi-asset class performers as evidenced by the Scoreboard above.  To 

be at the top of the table in two out of three of the major diversified categories (and very 

close to the top in the other) is extremely gratifying and a real credit to our Investment 

Team. 

We have spoken before about the benefits of having synchronicity between the Asset 

Allocation and stock selection decision-making process and how this is simply not 

possible with the “manage-the-manager” approach employed by many of our 

competitors.  Never has this been more apparent than in recent months when in order to 

achieve the best results it has been imperative that there is a consistent and coherent 

investment process from asset allocation through to underlying stock selection. 

We anticipate market volatility and investor anxiety is likely to remain at elevated levels 

for some time and that astute Asset Allocation and stock-selection decisions will be vital 

to successfully navigating investment markets in the year ahead. 

If you would like to speak to the Watershed Team on what has driven these industry-

leading results, please contact Shantelle Lay on (03) 9614 8899. 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Performance Fee Disclosure 

The performance returns have been calculated on a daily basis AFTER investment 

management fees, taking into account brokerage costs, and are accumulated for the 

period up until 30/04/2020. Returns have been sourced from HUB24, or FE Analytics 

where otherwise available. 

 

  

Watershed Funds Management 

Watershed Funds Management is a specialist Managed Account (MDA & SMA) Provider 

and has been a pioneer in the delivery of these portfolio solutions to financial advisers. 

Watershed leverages the expertise of a highly credentialed investment team to form a 

global thematic view that determines asset class and sector allocations. 

Our investment committee structure differs for each SMA and is chaired by an individual 

with niche expertise and a proven track record for managing portfolios within that asset 

class. With a research process that is both rigorous and thorough we have been able to 

deliver strong historical returns across our full suite of Managed Accounts. 

An investment in a Watershed Managed Account provides professional and active 

investment management with full transparency of holdings, transactions and structure. 

Watershed seeks to form a collaborative relationship with advisers, actively 

communicating portfolio strategy in the current market environment so that advisers are 

better equipped to communicate with their clients.. 
 


